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"You, the people, have the power to make this life free and
beautiful, to make this life a wonderful adventure. Then in the
name of democracy, let us use that power. Let us all unite. Let

us fight for a new world, a decent world that will give men a
chance to work, that will give youth a future and old age a

security."

–Charlie Chaplin, American Comedian

"Knowing is not enough, we must apply. Being willing is not
enough, we must do."

–Leonardo Da Vinci, Renaissance Painter & Thinker

"Never underestimate a man who overestimates himself."

–Franklin D. Roosevelt, 32nd President of the United States

"The moment you think something is impossible, that
impossible just became your reality."

–Anonymous
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Long-term Goals
At DogeZilla our long term goal is to increase security in the crypto market.
We believe in our project is game changing and truly for the better of
crypto. Our disruptive approach and compound fashion of doing things
will ensure we carve and fill a gap in this space that is apparently much
needed. 

1. Adoption  of memecoin– As an experimental project, we will remain
memecoin and bring entertainment to the community in the form of
memes/gifs/videos and simply enjoy our community. It's as simple as
supporting DogeZilla 100% and bringing together people and continuously
bringing new members onboard.  

2. Raise awareness – By organically spreading the world of DogeZilla and
explaining its purpose in the space and letting people know it's potential to
change lives simply by allowing members to support it's meme natured
project, awareness can be spread virally and compound naturally. Organic
growth is the most stable and true form of marketing and the entire
DogeZilla community is 100% focused on this method of word of mouth.

3. Expand globally & innovate – With acquriing and being listed many
CEXs we will gain global exposure and eventually enter Binance which we
call the Hall of Fame because thats where all Legends go to hang their coat.
But we won't stop there when we reach Binance, that is where the true
innovation begins. 

Quarterly Goals
2023 Quarter 4 – Launch & Coin Market Cap Listing
2024 Quarter 1 – Enter 5 CEXs / Launch NFTs on OpenSea
2024 Quarter 2 – Enter 10 CEXs / Launch ZillaSwap
2024 Quarter 3 – Enter 20 CEXs / Launch ZillaWallet
2024 Quarter 4 – Enter Binance / Launch Vault
Beyond – ZillaLegends, ZillaVerse, Zillex. Continue innovations...
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Utility
ZillaSwap – A next generation DEFI multi-chain protocol that allows users
to seamlessly trade tokens across a multitude of blockchains. Users can
finally trade tokens like Shiba Inu (ETH) to DogeZilla (BSC).

ZillaWallet – A DEFI crypto asset storage system allowing users to
seamlessly access their funds, setup checking & savings accounts, invest
in defi projects and earn APY with their staked crypto assets. 

ZillaLegends – A true web 3.0 blockchain integrated Play-2-Earn game
that utilizes the DogeZilla token throughout the PVP gaming world.

ZillaVerse – An NFT marketplace that features the best trending meme
NFT artwork across all blockchains, transactions will all use the DogeZilla
native token.

ZillaPay – A payment DEFI app that allows users to pay using their
ZillaWallet crypto assets to transact with payment systems and execute
peer-to-peer transactions with DogeZilla directly to fiat thru a digital debit
card.

Zillex – The ultimate blockchain for DEFI users moving into the Web 3.0
space. It will communicate with smart phone devices directly via bluetooth
& NFC with ZillaWallet / ZillaPay to easily send payments and auto-
synchronize to mainnet blockchain upon internet connection. 
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Our Beliefs
We believe that all men have goodness in their hearts, in the idea that if we do
good, good things will also reciprocate and cause a domino effect across our
community and extend beyond to unimaginable degrees. We believe that everyone
can contribute in a good way into the world. Even if they are new to the community
and haven't fully considered cryptocurrency as a source of exchange, can finally do
so in this new age of currency.

We believe that the idea of cryptocurrency should be made available freely in terms
of spreading knowledge of a relatively new decentralized and efficient means of
exchange. As a community and as members of society, we stand behind the idea of
working together in unity and believe we can achieve great things when it is done
together with purpose and haste. 

Our Philosophy
We as a community are fascinated by the power of compound, the single greatest
source of force in the Universe, a phenomenon claimed by Albert Einstein to be the
8th wonder of the world. 

The germination of an idea starts from a single source then it can spread and take
root into the community and soon adoption of the concept begins to initiate. When
the majority and mainstream also agrees, the idea and concept then becomes
something else entirely. It becomes a new way of doing things.

DogeZilla's even though we are a primarily a memecoin, it does not mean we will
never do anything useful in the future. Some of the communities innovations and
ideas in the space are some of the most visionary revolutionary concepts that can
bring value across all global communities, which only time will show the true
potential of the DogeZilla community. 
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Expansion
DogeZilla community is made to adapt to new

changes in the cryptospace and as we move to the

future, our members will continuously innovate and

bring new ground breaking concepts for future

projects.

Currently, DogeZilla will be primarily focused on the meme-natured side of the
project and just simply enjoy each members company and have a good time
together as a community. 

We will make it known in the cryptospace that it doesn't require massive
amounts of money to become great, and it doesn't require some revolutionary
project which has been backed by Venture Capitalists funding.

We will make it known that DogeZilla is a project powered by the people, made
for the people. At the end of the day, talent and power in numbers is what
defines DogeZilla, and we do not lack talent and numbers. 

When the time is right, we may expand to other areas in the cryptospace: DeFi,
NFTs, Gaming, Exchanges, Blockchain Innovations, and Swaps. Our goal is to
make DogeZilla  a household name. We won't stop until we conquer. 



About Us
DogeZilla is a Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) experimental memecoin
community driven project that exploded right before the crash of Bitcoin in
2021 and never had an opportunity to show its true potential. In 8 short
days, DogeZilla gained over 160,000+ holders and reached a cosmic
market-cap of $600 million¹. At the time, DogeZilla even had more daily
volume than Shiba Inu, Safemoon, and Floki combined. 

DogeZilla was sprouted out of necessity due to the increasing scams and
rugpulls around the crypto-space. After being victims of countless scams,
the Founder (9ZEROES) decided to make a project and token for the
community that will serve a legitimate purpose. Vault was the vision of a
better crypto space with a doxxing platform and launchpad for investors
worldwide, but after the crash left many investors bitter and also
developers leaving Vault unfinished.

Fast-forward about 2 years, DogeZilla community still remains passionate
and still wants DogeZilla to live on to become one of the greats. DogeZilla
is now focused on ZillaSwap – A multichain swap to allow users to swap
effortlessly between different blockchains. The mission is simple: Get into
as many CEX's as possible and End game is to enter Binance. 

Mission & Vision
DogeZilla's mission now is to spread the word that nothing is impossible in
life. Whatever dreams, goals, imagination, ideas, change, and visions that
we have, we can achieve it. Everything is possible when community stands
together and focus on a single point. Like Bruce Lee says "The successful
warrior is the average man, with laser focus." That is a fact and it does not
just apply to a single man, but an entire community. To be successful all it
takes is a single focus unified together on a single mission to be great. 
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¹ https://finance.yahoo.com/news/move-over-shiba-dogezilla-mints-191500662.html

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/move-over-shiba-dogezilla-mints-191500662.html
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DogeZilla Team
Long-time investors, acquaintances, close-knit

family and friends.

What started as a private community of close family/friend community outgrew itself
and exploded in growth that branched out into what now is DogeZilla. Our
community is grown organically from the root. We continue to push the power
behind organic growth to our members, and continue to emphasize the importance
of word of mouth relational to longevity. This strategy allows our community to grow
to a limitless society.

Contact
Come join our community on Telegram and visit

our website to learn more about DogeZilla and

our project.

       t.me/TheDogeZillaPortal
       www.DogeZillaCoin.com
       @DogeZillaCoin 
       @DogeZillaCoin
       info@DogeZillaCoin.com

http://t.me/TheDogeZillaPortal
https://t.me/TheDogeZillaPortal
http://www.dogezillacoin.com/
https://twitter.com/DOGEZILLACOIN
https://medium.com/@DogeZillaCoin
mailto:info@DogeZillaCoin.com


© 2023 DogeZilla. All Rights Reserved

Disclaimer:

DogeZilla and DogeZilla Vault and all products and future products offered by
DogeZilla is a product of the DogeZilla Team & community and does not promise to
mitigate all potential risks involved in new token launches or promise to make a
return on your investment. DogeZilla and DogeZilla Vault does not promise to
prevent potential scams or rugpulls no matter how thorough the verification and
doxxing process and due diligence or effective of DogeZilla Vault algorithm may be
there is always a risk for developer or project to be abandoned at the discretion of
developers and we advise all investors to "do your own research" and make your
own judgement based upon our findings in the verification process and cast your
own judgement on the developer and project. By using DogeZilla Vault or utilizing
DogeZilla Vault verified badge, developer and investor are liable for their own
actions and investments. DogeZilla and the DogeZilla team are not responsible for
any losses that may arise from utilizing any of DogeZilla products such as DogeZilla
Vault or any intellectual property of DogeZilla. 


